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Introduction 
Two different pictures of Nuclear Structure 

Shell Model Cluster Model 

S. P. orbit in the mean-field potential. 
Magic numbers (2, 8, 20, ....). 
Describes well S. P. excited states. 

Strong correlation between nucleons. 
Cluster consists of several nucleons. 
Clusters are weakly bound.  

SU(3) Limit 

 
Configuration 
Multi- ωh

Independence Correlation 

It is important to study appearance and disappearance of the cluster 
correlation for better understanding  of “Atomic Nucleus”. 



Cluster States in N = 4n Nuclei 
α clustering is an important concept in nuclear physics for light nuclei.  
α cluster structure is expected to emerge near the α-decay thresholds in N = 4n nuclei. 

The 0+
2 state at Ex = 7.65 MeV in 12C is a famous 3α cluster state. 

E＊
 ～20 MeV 

　　stiff	

The most tightly  
bound light cluster 
α particle  (quartet) 

The most elemental 
subunit in nuclear 
cluster structures. 



How should we excite Cluster States? 
Various reactions were devoted to excite cluster states. 

J Simple reaction mechanism at intermediate energies. 
J High resolution measurement  is possible. 
J Sensitive to the entire Ex region. 
J Selectivity for the isoscalar natural-parity excitation..   

ü  Cluster-transfer reaction 
L Complex reaction mechanism due to the low incident energy. 
L Small reaction cross section. 
L  Limited energy resolution. 

ü  Low-energy resonant capture reaction 
L Sensitive above the cluster-emission threshold only. 
L Coulomb barrier disturbs the reaction near the threshold. 

Inelastic scattering can be a complementary probe. 

Cluster transfer Capture 



E0 Strengths and α Cluster Structure 
Large E0 strength could be a signature of spatially developed α cluster states.  

 T. Kawabata et al., Phys. Lett. B 646, 6 (2007). 

0+
2 state in 12C: B(E0; IS) = 121±9 fm4 

Single Particle Unit: B(E0; IS)s. p. ~ 40 fm4 

r2 

E0 Operator 

ü SM-like Compact GS. 

ü Developed Cluster State 

ü  SM-like compact GS w.f. is equivalent to the CM w.f. at SU(3) limit. 
ü  GS contains CM-like component due to possible alpha correlation. 

Monopole operators excite  
      inter-cluster relative motion. 

T. Yamada et al.,  
Prog. Theor. Phys. 120, 1139 (2008). 

E0 strength is a key observable to examine α cluster structure.   
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Isoscalar E0 transition: 
ΔL=0, ΔS=0, ΔT=0	



Inelastic Alpha Scattering 
Inelastic a scattering is a good probe for nuclear excitation strengths. 

We measured inelastic a scattering to extract IS E0 strengths  
and to examine cluster structures in light nuclei. 

• Simple reaction mechanism 
    - Good linearity between dσ/dΩ and B(ô). 
 

      - Folding model gives a reasonable description of dσ/dΩ.    

• Relatively large cross section. 
• High resolution measurement is possible. 
• Selectivity for the ΔT = 0 and  

natural-parity transitions. 
• Multiple decomposition analysis  

                is useful to separate ΔJπ. exp
calc( ) ( )

J

d dA J J
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Dilute Cluster States  
 
as a Precursor of Dilute Nuclear Matter	



Condensed into  
the lowest s orbit. 

12C 

SM-like 

0 MeV 

～100 MeV 

Energy 

～10 MeV 

E/A ～ 8 MeV 

Quantum liquid 

Cluster gas 
α cluster 

12 nucleon-breakup threshold 

E/A ～ 1 MeV 

3α-breakup 
 threshold 

excitation	 dissolution	

0ρ

0 03 5ρ ρ～

A. Tohsaki et al.,  
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 192501 (2001).	

Sharp momentum  
distribution 

Dilute matter 
distribution  

Cluster Gas-like States in 12C 

Large RMS 



Questions 

Ø  How do we confirm the dilute gas like structure 
of the Hoyle state? 
ü  Radius of the Hoyle state. 
ü  Decay particle correlation. 

Ø  Do similar states exist even in heavier nuclei? 

ü  Precursor of the dilute nuclear matter. 



Radius of the Hoyle State
Diffraction Pattern might reflect the radius.
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Radius of the Hoyle State
Transition density is overlap between the ground and excited states. 

→ Cut off by the smaller state.

Rrms (fm)	

Original	 (i)	 (ii)	 (iii)	 (iv)	

4.60	 3.92	 4.36	 5.05	 6.18	

M. Takashina et al.,  Phys. Rev  C  74, 054606 (2006). 
M. Takashina, Phys. Rev. C 78, 014602 (2008).	



Radius of the Hoyle State
Rainbow scattering ??? 

S. Ohkubo and Y. Hirabayashi,  
Phys. Rev  C 70, 041602 (2004). 



Scattering Radius
Controversial situation was clarified on the basis of the partial wave analysis.

M. Tomita et al.,  
Phys. Rev  C 89, 034619 (2014). 

RSC =
L
k

r =
dr r4ρ r( )∫
dr r2ρ r( )∫

L =
L̂4σ JL( )

JL∑
L̂2 JL( )

JL∑
L̂2 = J 2J +1( )

M. TOMITA, M. IWASAKI, R. OTANI, AND M. ITO PHYSICAL REVIEW C 89, 034619 (2014)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Differential cross section at Ep =
65 MeV. Panel (a) shows the result of the elastic (0+

1 ) channel, while
the result of the inelastic (0+

2 ) channel is plotted in panel (b). In both
panels, the asterisks and curves represent the experimental data and
the theoretical calculations, respectively.

(b) displays the inelastic scattering to the 0+
2 state. In the elastic

scattering, the present MCC calculation nicely reproduces the
experimental cross sections over the observed angular range.
On the contrary, the calculation for the 0+

2 channel reproduces
a global tendency observed in the inelastic scattering, although
the oscillation of the calculated cross section is out of phase
in comparison to the experiments.

To obtain a better fit, we must vary the normalization
constant NR considerably in the folding potential. By changing
the NR and the parameters in the complex potential, we can
obtain several parameter sets, which can reasonably reproduce
the observed angular distributions. The existence of the several
parameter sets means that an ambiguity arises in the calculation
of the effective orbital spin L̄ and the scattering radius
RSC. Specifically, several L̄ and RSC can be obtained for
the individual parameter sets. In the following sections, we
discuss L̄ and RSC derived from the calculation with NCE

R = 1
and NLS

R = 1.1 (Fig. 2), and the ambiguity of L̄ and RSC is
discussed in Sec. V.

B. Evaluation of the scattering radius

In the previous section, we confirmed that the MCC cal-
culation can reasonably reproduce the scattering observables
at Ep = 65 MeV. In this section, we show the partial-wave
analysis and derive the scattering radius for both the elastic
and the 0+

2 channels at this incident energy. In Fig. 3, the
partial cross sections for the elastic (asterisks) and the inelastic
scattering (squares) are shown. In the elastic scattering, the
nuclear part of the partial cross sections are plotted in Fig. 3.
Each of the partial cross sections, σ (JLϵ), has the labels of
the total spin J and the orbital spin L. In Fig. 3, σ (JLϵ)
with an allowed L is summed up for a fixed J such that
σ (J ϵ) =

∑
L σ (JLϵ).

FIG. 3. (Color online) Distributions of partial cross sections at
Ep = 65 MeV. The asterisks represent the partial cross sections σ (J )
for the elastic scattering, while the distribution with the squares shows
the cross section for the inelastic scattering. The inelastic partial cross
sections are multiplied by a factor of 200 to be shown in the same
scale as the elastic scattering.

We can clearly confirm a prominent difference in a
comparison of the elastic partial cross section with the inelastic
partial cross section. The elastic partial cross section has a
peak at J = 7/2, and its magnitude is monotonically damped
at J = 15/2. On the contrary, double peak structures are
observed in the inelastic scattering going to the 0+

2 state. There
is a strong peak at J = 7/2 and J = 13/2, and considerable
magnitude continues up to J = 19/2. Because the scattered
orbital spin has a close connection to the spatial size of a
potential produced by the target, the distribution shown in
Fig. 3 strongly suggests that a spatial area of scattering is
prominently different in these two channels.

From the distributions of the partial cross section, we
evaluate the effective orbital spin L̄ and the scattering radius
RSC according to the definitions given in Eqs. (1), (3), and (4).
The obtained values are summarized in Table I. In the top row,
the L̄ and RSC for the elastic channel, derived from measure
(I) [Eq. (1)] and measure (II) [Eq. (3)] are shown. In measure
(I), L̄I = 4.69 and RSC(I) = 2.65 fm, while L̄II = 3.66 and
RSC(II) = 2.07 fm in measure (II). In measure (I), the elastic
RSC(I) is larger by about 10% than the matter radius of the
ground-state density calculated by the 3α RGM (r̄ = 2.40 fm)
[2], which is comparable to the charge radius (r̄ch = 2.53 fm).
On the contrary, in the case of measure (II), RSC(II) for the
elastic channel is smaller by about 15% than the ground
matter radius.

TABLE I. Effective orbital spins L̄I,II and the scattering radius
RSC(I,II) calculated from the definition in Eqs. (1), (3), and (4). The
theoretical mean radius of the density distribution (r̄) for the ground
0+

1 (Ex = 0.00 MeV) and 0+
2 (Ex = 7.65 MeV) states are also shown

in the second column from the right. In the rightmost column, the
diffraction radii obtained in Ref. [11] are shown for a comparison.
RSC and r̄ are shown in units of fm, while the excitation energy (Ex)
is shown in units of MeV.

Channel Ex L̄I RSC(I) L̄II RSC(II) r̄ Ref. [11]

0+
1 0.00 4.69 2.65 3.66 2.07 2.40 2.75 ± 0.06

0+
2 7.65 6.13 3.46 4.26 2.41 3.47 3.20 ± 0.07
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0+
1	 0.00	 4.69	 2.65	 2.40	

0+
2	 7.65	 6.13	 3.46	 3.47	

MEASURE OF THE SPATIAL SIZE FOR THE MONOPOLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 89, 034619 (2014)

The results for the 3α cluster states, 0+
2 , are shown in the

bottom row: [L̄I ,RSC(I)] = (6.13,3.46 fm) for measure (I) and
[L̄II,RSC(II)] = (4.26,2.41 fm) for measure (II). The RSC in
measure (I) is comparable to the matter radius of the 0+

2
state obtained in 3α RGM(r̄ = 3.47 fm) [2]. In accordance
with the broad structure in the inelastic partial cross section
shown in Fig. 3, RSC in the inelastic 0+

2 channel is enhanced
in comparison to that in the elastic channel. This enhancement
is common feature in both measures of (I) and (II). The
enhancements of the scattering radius in the 0+

2 channel
amount to ∼30% in measure (I) and ∼20% in measure (II).

Because it is reasonable that the scattering radius in the
elastic channel is comparable to or considerably larger than
the matter radius of the ground state, measure (I) is considered
to be appropriate to characterize the size of the scattering
area. In the rightmost column, the diffraction radii obtained
from the proton scattering at Ep = 1040 MeV are shown
for comparison [11]. The proton incident energies are very
different between the present calculation and the analysis of the
diffraction model. Nevertheless, the scattering radii obtained
from measure (I) give almost the same values as the diffraction
radii. Thus, in the following analysis, we use measure (I) to
calculate the scattering radius, although measure (II) is not
inadequate in the discussion of the scattering radius.

C. Distortion effect in the exit channel

As we have just confirmed in Table I, the scattering radius
for the inelastic 0+

2 channel is prominently enhanced in both
measures (I) and (II). This enhancement strongly suggests that
the spatial extension of the 3α structure is directly reflected in
inelastic scattering. However, inelastic scattering corresponds
to a transition from an incident channel to an exit channel,
and its cross section does not necessarily directly reflect the
size of a potential in an exit channel. Therefore, we need a
careful analysis for the origin of this strong enhancement in
the scattering radius of the inelastic 3α channel.

In this section, we discuss the main origin of the enhanced
scattering radius confirmed in the inelastic scattering to the 0+

2
state. In elastic scattering, the diagonal (distortion) potential of
the incident channel mainly determines the differential cross
section. Thus, the scattering radius obtained from the elastic
scattering directly provides size information of the distortion
potential in the incident channel. In inelastic scattering,
however, there are two main ingredients which determine
the scattering cross section: a coupling potential inducing the
transition from an incident channel to an exit channel, and the
distortion potential in an exit channel.

The effect of the distortion potential in the exit 0+
2 channel

can be seen in Fig. 4. This figure shows the distribution of the
inelastic partial cross sections with and without the distortion
effect in the exit channel. The solid squares show the result
of the full MCC calculation, which has already been shown in
Fig. 3 (squares), while the circles represent the restricted MCC
calculation without the distortion potential in the exit channel.
As can clearly be seen in Fig. 4, distribution of the higher
partial waves is almost unchanged, but the lower partial-wave
contribution increases in the restricted MCC calculation as
shown by the circles.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Partial cross sections for inelastic scatter-
ing at Ep = 65 MeV. The squares show the results of the full CC
calculation, while the circles show the results without any potentials
in the exit 0+

2 channel. The distribution with the squares is the same
as the distribution with the squares shown in Fig. 3.

Let us discuss the behavior of the partial cross section based
on the transition amplitude of the distorted-wave Born ap-
proximation (DWBA), T JL

DWBA = ⟨χJL
0+

2
|Vcp|χJL

0+
1

⟩, where χJL
α

denotes the distorted wave for the partial wave JL in the
channel α (α = 0+

1 or 0+
2 ). The magnitude of the transition

amplitude is determined by the overlap of the final distorted
wave χJL

0+
2

and the coupling potential Vcp. In Fig. 5, the central

part of the diagonal folding potential (Vdg) of the 0+
1 (dashed

curve), 0+
2 (thick curve) channels and the coupling potential

(Vcp) of 0+
1 → 0+

2 (dotted curve) are plotted. The squares
and the circles in Fig. 4 correspond to the calculations with
and without the diagonal potential of the 0+

2 channel (thick
curve in Fig. 5), respectively. The results in Fig. 4 demonstrate
that the squared magnitude of T JL

DWBA for the lower JL are

FIG. 5. (Color online) Radial shape of the coupling [Vcp(R)] and
diagonal [Vdg(R)] potentials. The diagonal potential multiplied by
R2 for the elastic 0+

1 channel is shown by the dashed curve, while
that for the inelastic 0+

2 channel is shown by the thick solid curve.
The coupling potential of 0+

1 → 0+
2 is shown by the dotted curve.

The right-side ordinate corresponds to the strength of the diagonal
potentials, while the coupling potential is plotted with the left-side
ordinate. The magnitude of both diagonal potentials are multiplied by
the factor 1/8. The arrow at R = 4 fm shows the distance, at which
the absorption effect becomes strong. See text for details.
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L Rsc (fm) r (fm)Ex (MeV)

With Distortion	 6.13	 3.46	 3.47	

No distortion	 5.46	 3.09	 3.47	

Scattering radius	

Matter radius	

L Rsc (fm) r (fm)

0+
1	

0+
2	

w/o distortion	

w distortion	



Inelastic Alpha Scattering 

Distorting potential 
enhances differences 
between the normal and 
dilute states. 

The distorting potentials 
should be different 
between the normal and 
dilute states. 

Anguler dist. exhibits the signature... but the accurate calculation is required. 

Same distortion for 0+
1 and 0+

2	 Different distortion for 0+
1 and 0+

2	



3α Decay of the Hoyle state 

Key observable: “ε”  Highest normalized energy among three decay-α particles 

M. Itoh et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 102501 (2014) 

ε
 
~ 0.506 

Hoyle 

8Be 

α Sequential Decay 

SD 

DDE DDΦ 

Direct Decay? 

Direct decay < 0.2% (95%C.L.) 

Decay mode of the Hoyle state is still controversial	
Three decay mechanisms 
ü  Sequential decay through 8Be + α channel (SD) 
ü  Direct decay to 3α particles with equal energies (DDE) 
ü  Direct decay to 3α particles with uniform phase-space distribution (DDΦ) 

Dilute gas-like state might prefer direct decay to sequential decay 	



Single particle potential 
α particle is confined by the Coulomb barrier.	

is instructive here to compare the present results with those
in the spherical N! states in order to estimate the effect of
deformation. The comparison of the total energy and rms
radius is given in Table IV. The energy gains (reductions of
rms radius) due to the deformation in the 3!, 4!, and 5!
systems are, respectively, 0.6, 1.5, and 1.7 MeV (11%, 18%
and 19%), while this is getting smaller for N"6. Thus, we
found that the deformation effect is significant for relatively
small-number ! systems, and shows a good correspondence
of our results for the 3! and 4! states with those by Tohsaki
et al. [10]. The present result that the dilute N! states !J#

=0+" may be deformed is natural if taking into account the
fact that a gaslike N! state with relatively small number can
easily be deformed. If it is right, there may exist dilute N!
nuclear states with J#=2+ and 4+, etc. In fact, a candidate of
the dilute 3! state with J#=2+ is observed at E=3.3 MeV
measured from the 3! threshold [20]. The dilute multi-!
cluster states with nonzero angular momentum will be dis-
cussed elsewhere.
From Fig. 7(a), we notice that the gaslike N! states with

N"5 appear above the N! threshold, not close to it, in con-
trast to the fact that the dilute 3! and 4! states are located in

FIG. 5. Single-!-particle potentials U!!R" (solid line) which are obtained by solving the Gross-Pitaevskii equation with the phenom-
enological 2! and 3! potentials; (a) 3!, (b) 4!, (c) 5!, (d) 8!, and (e) 10! systems. The dashed, dot-dashed, and dotted lines demonstrate,
respectively, the contribution from the 2! potential, 3! potential, and Coulomb potential.

TAIICHI YAMADA AND PETER SCHUCK PHYSICAL REVIEW C 69, 024309 (2004)

024309-10

Hoyle state	

T. Yamada and P. Schuck,  Phys. Rev. C 69, 024309 (2004). 

Particle decay of the Hoyle state 
reflects just tail of the wave 
function far from the pocket.	

Decay particles should not carry 
much information   

inside the Hoyle state.	

We need a new strategy. 
HBT interference???	



α Condensed States in Heavier Nuclei 

a condensed states in 8Be and12C 
seem to be established. 

a condensed states in heavier 
nuclei (A<40) are 
theoretically predicted. 

Short range α-α attraction 
Long range Coulomb repulsion 

If such nα condensed states are formed, they should  sequentially 
decay into lighter α condensed  states by emitting α particles.	

α decay  measurement might be a probe to search for the α condensed state.	
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Nα condensed state 
40Ca	

36Ar	
32S	

28Si	
24Mg	

20Ne	16O	12C	

3.6 MeV	
3.2 MeV	2.8 MeV	2.4 MeV	2.0 MeV	2.3 MeV	0.3 MeV	

Energy of dilute Nα state increase with N. 
Nα are confined in Coulomb barrier. 

T. Yamada and P. Schuck,  
Phys. Rev. C 69, 024309 (2004). 



Low-Energy α Particle Emission 
Coulomb barrier might disturb low-energy α particle emission. 

Penetrability is still low, but low-energy α emission could be a signature 
of the Nα condensed states owing to the large overlap between them.  

Dilute nature suppresses Coulomb barrier. 

Penetrability: 
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T. Yamada and P. Schuck,  Phys. Rev. C 69, 024309 (2004). 



n  Inverse Kinematics 
☺  Easy to cover large angular acceptance for decaying particles 
☹  Incident particle and decaying particle has the same p/A and 

p/z.  This makes background at forward angles 
☹ Difficult to determine Ex 

n  Normal Kinematics 
☺  Easy to determine Ex and Jπ 

☹ Difficult to cover large angular acceptance 

Inverse vs Normal Kinematics	

“normal kinematics”	
“inverse kinematics”	



 
n  E391 (H. Akimune et al.) 

q  LAS at 0 degree.  
q  ±50 mr × ±50 mr  

(±3deg × ±3 deg) 
q  δp/p = 30 % 

n  Segmented Hodoscopes at FP 
n  Si/CsI array in SC 

Inverse Kinematic Measurement at RCNP	
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Multiplicity of alpha particles	

Nα=9	

Nα=9	

RCNP E391 (H. Akimune et al.) 

High multiplicity events were observed. 
Analysis is still going on.	



Future Perspective 

HELIOS type 
detector for 
recoil particle 

Large acceptance spectrometer 
to detect decay α particles 

Heavy Ion 
beam 

He gas jet 

n 

α 

M. Itoh et al.	

HELIOS type detector as a recoil particle detector to determine Ex.	



Normal Kinematic Measurement at RCNP 
Background-free measurement at extremely forward angles  

 (a,a’) @ 400 MeV  
θlab= 0˚~19˚ 
24Mg, 12C, 13C, 11B 
⊿E = 50 keV (FWHM)  

4 Si counter telescopes 
(5 layers) are installed in 
the SC, and cover 2.5% of 
4π (309 mSr). 



Multipole Decomposition Analysis 

Fine structure in ΔL=0 strengths was observed. 

exp
calc( ) ( )

J

d dA J J
d dπ

π πσ σ

Δ

= Δ Δ
Ω Ω∑



Decay Particle Measurement 

•  Proton and alpha decay channels are 
separated.  

•  13.1, 13.4 and 15.8-MeV states decay to 
20Ne only. 

•  0+ state at 13.9 MeV near the 12C + 12C 
and 16O + 2a thresholds has a large 
decay branch  to  20Ne. 

Large decay branch 
of 13.9-MeV state 

Decay to the proton and alpha emission channels were identified. 

13.1, 13.4 and 15.8-MeV states 
decay to the alpha channel only 

p decay dominates 
at Ex > 18.5 MeV.  
→ GMR ?? 



T. Yamada and P. Schuck,  
Phys. Rev. C 69, 024309 (2004). 
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Highly Excited Region 

•  6α condensed state is expected  
       at 5 MeV above the 6a threshold. 
- Ex ~ 28.5 + 5 = 33.5 MeV 

•  No significant structure suggesting 
the 6α condensed state. 

– Several small structures 
indistinguishable from the 
statistical fluctuation.  
à Need more statistics. 

6a condensed state was searched for in the highly excited region. 



8Be Emission Events 

•  Several states at 20.5, 22.0, and 24.3 MeV 
were observed near the 12C+3α threshold. 

•  Possible structures were seen above the 6a 
threshold although statistically poor . 

→ Need more statistics. 

8Be(0+
1) emission events were indentified from 2α emission events by Ex in 8Be. 



Future Perspective	

u  Detect low-energy decay particles with large angular coverage. 
u  Introduce µ-PIC + GEM for multiplication and detection of electrons. 

MAIKo TPC is developed by the Kyoto-RCNP group. 
It will be installed at the target position of Grand Raiden. 

15 cm	

10 cm	

u  Beam: 4He @ 12.5 MeV/u 
u  Gas: He(93%) + iC4H10(7%) @430 hPa 

Scattered α particle and  
3 decay α particles are clearly observed.  

dΩ for previous detector: 309 mSr  
dΩ for MAIKo: ~ 4π 

MAIKo will gain solid angle by a factor of 
(0.3/4π)6 〜 5 × 106 for 6α measurement. 

Cathode	

Anode	



Cluster Structure in unstable nuclei 
	



Cluster Structures in unstable nuclei	

n 

2H 1H 

3He 4He 
3H 

6Li 7Li 

9Be 

6He 

8Li 
8He 

8Be 7Be 10Be 
9Li 

11Be 12Be 
11Li 

10B 11B 12B 13B 14B 15B 
14Be 

9B 8B 

12C 13C 14C 15C 16C 17C 18C 19C 20C 
17B 19B 

11C 10C 9C 8C 

14N 15N 16N 17N 18N 19N 20N 21N 13N 12N 11N 

12O 13O 14O 15O 16O 17O 18O 19O 20O 21O 22O 

He 

Li 

Be 

B 

C 

H 

11B: 2α+t, 12C: 3α, 16O: 4α	

“molecular structure” 
 of 2α+neutrons	

Can proton-rich nuclei also form α molecular structures? 

We propose a study of the mirror symmetry of clustering in 10C and 10Be. 



Mirror system of 10C & 10Be	
Mirror systems; 10Be and 10C
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Considerable Coulomb shift occurs only in the 
Non-S wave states ⇒ Thomas-Ehrman Shift

( Non. Res.)
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p  Energy shift will be observed in 04
+ states ( α+6He/6Be with L=2 ). 

        à Thomas-Ehrman shift (TES) of “cluster structures” 
p  T-E shift will unveil the inner structures of the clusters. 

GTCM calculation by M. Ito	

Mirror system provides a insight to cluster structures.	

2+	α	

0+	α	

L = 2	

L = 0	

Isobaric analog states in 10Be & 10C	



Monopole excitations in 10C	

	

	

	π
	σ+

	

B(E0,IS) = 28 fm4	

B(E0,IS) = 23 fm4	

B(E0,IS) = 57 fm4	

10C	

GTCM prediction by M. Ito	

Monopole strength is a key parameter to pin-down cluster structure. 

p  B(E0,IS) is enhanced for cluster excitations. 
p  B(E0, IS) reflects the cluster structures. 
p  Measure B(E0,IS) systematically by 10C(α, α’) scattering. 



Challenges in inverse kinematics	
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10C	 Measurement @θCM > 3°	
ü  Eα > 0.5 MeV 
ü  60° < θLAB < 90°	

MAIKo is suitable  
for the present measurement.	

Measure the B(E0,IS) by missing mass spectroscopy with 10C beam.	



MAIKo test experiment	
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13C(α,α’) @60 MeV/u à Similar kinematics to 10C(α,α’). 

p  Recoil trajectory was reconstructed by Hough transform method. 
p  TPC self trigger à Sensitivity down to 1 MeV. 
p  Clear correlation from elastic scattering was observed. 
p  The gas pressure will be reduced to detect ~0.5 MeV recoil α. 
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Summary	

n Cluster Correlation  
q  E0 strength and cluster excitation 
q  Alpha inelastic scattering  

n Dilute Cluster State 
q  12C case ~ Hoyle state ~ 
q  Heavier nuclei 

n  Normal vs Inverse Kinematics 

n Cluster Structure in unstable nuclei 
q  New experiment using MAIKo active target  


